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ABSTRACT. Scenarios have become a key tool for supporting sustainability research on regional and global change. In this study we
evaluate four regional scenario assessments: first, to explore a number of research challenges related to sustainability science and,
second, to contribute to sustainability research in the specific case studies. The four case studies used commonly applied scenario
approaches that are (i) a story and simulation approach with stakeholder participation in the Oum Zessar watershed, Tunisia, (ii) a
participatory scenario exploration in the Rwenzori region, Uganda, (iii) a model-based prepolicy study in the Inner Niger Delta, Mali,
and (iv) a model coupling-based scenario analysis in upper Thukela basin, South Africa. The scenario assessments are evaluated
against a set of known challenges in sustainability science, with each challenge represented by two indicators, complemented by a
survey carried out on the perception of the scenario assessments within the case study regions. The results show that all types of
scenario assessments address many sustainability challenges, but that the more complex ones based on story and simulation and model
coupling are the most comprehensive. The study highlights the need to investigate abrupt system changes as well as governmental and
political factors as important sources of uncertainty. For an in-depth analysis of these issues, the use of qualitative approaches and
an active engagement of local stakeholders are suggested. Studying ecological thresholds for the regional scale is recommended to
support research on regional sustainability. The evaluation of the scenario processes and outcomes by local researchers indicates the
most transparent scenario assessments as the most useful. Focused, straightforward, yet iterative scenario assessments can be very
relevant by contributing information to selected sustainability problems.
Key Words: Africa; global and regional change; integrated assessments; participatory research; sustainability science
INTRODUCTION
Typically, human-natural systems are exposed to multiple,
interlinked stresses (Peters et al. 2008). Local consumption,
production patterns, and well-being, for instance, often depend
not only on the region’s economic and social conditions, but also
on the capacities of ecosystems in other regions (Adger et al.
2009). Complex systems often react in a nonlinear way to stresses
(Scheffer et al. 2001) because of, for example, crossing system
thresholds such as environmental limits or feedback processes
(e.g., Steffen et al. 2015). Assessments of future changes are
subject to uncertainties that are associated with an incomplete
understanding of complex systems, their unpredictable behavior,
or human choices to be made in future, i.e., volition (e.g., Raskin
et al. 2002, Ash 2010). There is still the question of how science
can explore future changes in the human-natural system with its
inherent complexity and uncertainty in order to effectively
support society for sustainable management and equitable
human development (e.g., Gibbons 1999, Kates at al. 2001, PahlWostl 2007).
Africa, with its great diversity of cultures and environments
(UNEP 2006), has become the continent with the fastest growing
economy (AfDB 2013). Increasing demands for natural
resources have caused their widespread overexploitation and
strong competition for these critical assets (UNEP 2006, Jalloh
et al. 2012). Many African countries will need to make huge
1

efforts to reach food and water security (Fader et al. 2013, Müller
2013, FAO 2015) because of high population growth (UN 2013),
widespread low agricultural performance (Mueller et al. 2012),
and potential climate change impacts (Niang et al. 2014). The
magnitude of expected change and the low adaptive capacity of
many communities in Africa pose a serious threat to local
livelihoods. Strengthening capacities to maintain and improve
well-being are therefore needed (Ludi et al. 2012).
In the face of the diversity, complexity, and pace of environmental
and social change, the use of scenarios has become a key tool to
analyze sustainability problems (Biggs et al. 2007). Scenario
assessments analyze future changes using a variety of approaches.
Quantitative scenario assessments provide detailed information
that is often required for planning strategies and exploring current
and future trade-offs (Hulme and Dessai 2008). An advantage of
using numerical models is their ability to process big data sets,
crucial in tasks such as climate change impact assessments
(Shukla et al. 2009, Dessu and Melesse 2013, Aich et al. 2014).
The advance in high-performance computing allows the study of
impacts from a range of drivers on interrelated domains or
subsystems using model coupling (Guan et al. 2015, Clarke et al.
2017). The evaluation of different sources of uncertainty in
impact projections has been done by, for example, applying an
ensemble of impact models (e.g., Kassie et al. 2015, Vetter et al.
2016). Apart from quantitative assessments, qualitative scenario
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assessments are widely used. They are often participative, build
on local knowledge of affected stakeholders, and are designed as
social processes to foster the learning of participants (e.g.,
Fabricius et al. 2006, Pahl-Wostl 2008, Hulme and Dessai 2008,
Malinga et al. 2013, AfDB and WWF 2015). In order to take
advantage of the qualitative and quantitative approaches (e.g.,
Alcamo and Henrichs 2008), they are often combined into a storyand-simulation approach (e.g., Alcamo et al. 2005, Herrero et al.
2014).
How to design effective scenario assessments is discussed in many
research fields (Kok et al. 2017, van Ruijven et al. 2014, van
Vuuren et al. 2014). Comparing existing scenario assessments is
helpful to guide potential scenario users and practitioners (e.g.,
van Notten et al. 2003, 2005, Busch 2006, van Vuuren et al. 2012,
IPBES 2016) and as a way to determine research needs for
enhancing their usage (van Ruijven et al. 2014). Swart et al. (2004)
identified nine research challenges where sustainability science
can benefit from the development of scenarios (see Text Box 1).
Scenario analyses, according to their framework, are assumed to
strongly support scenario users and practitioners in promoting
sustainability. Whether meeting all these research challenges is
indeed required to foster sustainability has not yet been
investigated. A comparison of different scenario assessments can
reveal their benefits and limitations in addressing these research
challenges.
Box 1: Nine research challenges of sustainability science
according to Swart et al. (2004).
1. Combining qualitative and quantitative analysis: Important
aspects of sustainability problems, like values or culture,
cannot be quantified like economic or biophysical processes.
2. Engaging stakeholders: Provides local knowledge,
contributes to producing useful knowledge for the practice,
and facilitates mutual learning.
3. Reflecting multiple stresses and functional complexity:
Multiple, interacting driver impact on a region or system, at
a variety of scales.
4. Integrating across themes and issues: Social, technological,
economic, political, governmental-institutional, and
environmental aspects of the human-natural system are
interdependent.
5. Accounting for volition: Future human behavior and human
decision can have strong but unpredictable impacts on the
human-natural system.
6. Recognizing a wide range of outlooks: People have different
values and preferences for the future.
7. Spanning spatial scales: Processes at different spatial scales
(global, regional, and local) interact.
8. Accounting for temporal inertia and urgency: A long-term
change requires decisions in the short term.
9. Reflecting uncertainty, incorporating surprise, critical
thresholds, and abrupt change: In contrast to gradual
changes, abrupt changes cannot be calibrated in models but
have high impacts for the human-natural system. Thresholds
are hard to measure.

The purpose of this study is to compare and evaluate four scenario
assessments on urgent sustainability problems in four African
case studies that were carried out within the framework of
integrated natural resources management (INRM). The scenario
assessments are evaluated against a set of indicators directly
linked to the research challenges by Swart et al. (2004) and by
means of a survey of local researchers on their perception of the
usefulness of these scenario assessments to promote sustainability
in their case study areas. In doing so, we aim to contribute to
sustainability research by feeding into the ongoing debate on
developing effective scenario assessments.
THE FOUR CASE STUDIES
Description of the case study areas
We refer to four regional case studies in Africa, all aiming to
inform and improve INRM (see AFROMAISON project, http://
www.afromaison.net/ for more details). The four case studies are
(1) the Oum Zessar watershed in southern Tunisia (OZW; Fig.
1A), (2) the Rwenzori region in western Uganda (RWR; Fig. 1B),
(3) the Inner Niger Delta in Mali (IND; Fig. 1C), and (4) the
upper Thukela / uThukela basin in South Africa (UTH; Fig. 1D;
see Table A1.1 for details).
The case studies were selected for having strong local partners
and established networks with stakeholders and authorities. All
four are based in rural areas covering a diversity of ecoregions.
Agricultural activities provide a major income source in all case
studies, with growing demands leading to strong competition
between different natural resource users, increasing degradation
of natural resources, and increasing vulnerability of the local
population.
The Oum Zessar watershed (OZW) experiences high water
competition between different users because of water scarcity
(Sghaier and Genin 2003). Groundwater, an important and
reliable water resource for many sectors, is heavily exploited
(Romagny et al. 2004). Pressures on water resources are increasing
through population growth, urbanization, and land-use
intensification (Nesheim et al. 2014). Water competition is likely
to increase in the future, as climate change simulations project
decreasing precipitation and increasing temperatures for northern
Africa (Niang et al. 2014), further challenging water management
(Omrani and Burger 2012).
The Rwenzori region (RWR) has one of the world’s fastest
growing populations; Uganda experiences annual growth rates of
3.2% (Baguwemu et al. 2013), and very high population densities
locally (NEMA 2010). Competition for land and access to
protected areas is increasing (Atukwatse et al. 2012), and meeting
the growing food demand will be one of the challenges in this area
(KRC 2012). Poor land-use planning and inappropriate land
management practices such as bush burning, inappropriate forest
cover clearing, or crop husbandry increase pressures on natural
resources. (Kabaseke et al. 2012).
In the Inner Niger Delta (IND), natural resources such as bourgou
pastures, fish, as well as rice strongly support local livelihoods
(Zwarts and Diallo 2005) and are intensively exploited (van der
Kamp et al. 2005). Their production depends mainly on the
magnitude and duration of inundation in the inland delta (Zwarts
and Kone 2005), which, because of low annual rainfalls locally,
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Fig. 1. The four case study localities in Africa, (A) Oum Zessar watershed (Tunisia), (B) Rwenzori region (Uganda), (C) Inner Niger
Delta (Mali), (D) upper Thukela/uThukela (South Africa). WHS: World heritage site, MAB: Man and the biosphere program, NP:
National Park. Elevation map: SRTM 30 arc (USGS/EROS Data center, FAO GeoNetwork, http://www.fao.org/geonetwork/srv/en/
main.home)

is a function of the inter- and intra-annual variability in river
inflows. This is driven by external factors such as climate
variability in the wetter upstream area and changes in the
management of the upstream river basin. Because Mali and the
other Niger River riparian countries experience pressures to meet
the growing food and energy demand, several dams and reservoirs
in the upstream catchment have been installed and more are
planned, with supposedly huge impacts on the timing and amount
of river discharge and thus food production in the delta (NBA
2007, Zwarts and Frerotte 2012, Liersch et al. 2013).
The uThukela basin (UTH) faces severe land degradation
processes (Blignaut et al. 2010) because of high stocking rates, a
symptom of inappropriate grazing management, and high
population densities in rural areas (DWAF 2004, SANBI 2014).
In Kwazulu Natal, 28.2% of the households are engaged in
agriculture, the majority of them, i.e., in livestock farming (SSA
2011). Land degradation, together with climate variability (risk
of droughts, flooding, hails), endangers food and water security
in the region (Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism
2006, Osbahr et al. 2010).

Description of scenario assessment processes
We used four stakeholder groups that have an interest in and/or
manage natural resources within the project areas and that
potentially affect and/or could be affected by project activities or
the planning process. Participants are from policy communities
(policy maker, donor), networks (farmer organizations, private
sector), advocacy coalitions (e.g., NGOs), and epistemic
communities (research institutions). The workshops of OZW,
RWR, and IND comprised key stakeholders, namely regional
experts with a particular field of expertise and influence that is
relevant to the research question. These regional experts
participated in three workshops in OZW and four workshops in
RWR. Regional and national key stakeholders took part in a
workshop in IND and a fourth workshop in OZW. A UTH
workshop was attended by regional experts and interested
nonexperts (civic citizens). The different stakeholder groups were
engaged or at least informed during the scenario assessments (see
Table A1.2 to Table A1.5 for workshop details).
Table 1 summarizes the main outcomes of each scenario
assessment. As a first step, each case study defined a focal issue
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Table 1. Summary of the outcomes of the four scenario assessments.
Case study

Oum Zessar watershed (OZW)

Rwenzori region (RWR)

Inner Niger Delta (IND)

Upper Thukela (UTH)

Focal issue

How to preserve and manage the water
resources and the socio-agro-ecological
system for sustainable development?

Sustainable natural resource
management for
socioeconomic development

What are the impacts of
upstream dam and irrigation
management and climate
change on food security and
ecosystem integrity in the
Inner Niger Delta?

Four narratives:
1) Autocratic dangerous
2) Ideal
3) Current Ugandan
4) Worst case

Seven scenarios of land
management options, each
combined with climate
†
change scenarios

What are the implications of
current management
frameworks on ecosystem
services (particularly water
regulation) in the uThukela
District, particularly in the
face of growing human
demand and climate change?
SWIM model #: six scenarios
along a gradient of grazing
intensity, three reservoir
management options; each
combined with climate change
†
scenarios
Coupled models: population
growth, livestock growth

Number and types Four multiscale narratives (national
of scenarios
and regional):
1) Liberalization and market
orientation
2) Sustainable development and
technological improvements
3) Conflict-torn market orientation
4) Corporate commitment for equity
and sustainability

Indicator for
impact assessment

Outputs

Three quantified scenarios, each
combined with climate change
†
scenarios
Qualitative: water provisioning,
different income sources, education,
social networks, and social satisfaction
Quantitative: groundwater resources
Qualitative:
‡
driver systematization (STEEP )
system definition in concept map
trend assumption on drivers, livelihood
and management, scenario narratives
§
(after Schwartz 1996 )
|
SWOT analysis
Quantitative: projections on
groundwater resources under climate
change and socioeconomic
development scenarios (WEAP
¶
model )

Qualitative: poverty / income, Quantitative: maximum
access to clean water, food
inundated area,
security, or illiteracy
river discharge

Quantitative: grassland
biomass production, runoff,
land-use change

Qualitative:
driver systematization
‡
(STEEP )
system definition in concept
map
trend assumption on drivers,
livelihood, land degradation,
narratives (after Schwartz
§
1996 )

Qualitative: framework on
model coupling
Quantitative: estimations of
impact of grazing, reservoir
management scenarios under
climate change uncertainty
††
(SWIM # and SITE model )

Quantitative: estimations of
impacts of different upstream
measures under climate
change uncertainty (SWIM
model #)

†

More details on climate data can be found in Text Box A1.1.
STEEP analysis: Situation analysis where Socio-cultural, Technological, Economic, Environmental, and Political-legal factors are described.
§
Basically Schwartz (1996) was followed (a) identifying the most important drivers, (b) ranking them by their importance and unpredictability, (c) defining
the scenario logics using two axes, (d) fleshing out narratives and trends, (e) discussing implications, and (f) defining leading indicators and signposts
|
SWOT analysis, where internal Strengths and Weaknesses as well as extePrintable Version...rnal Opportunities and Threats are analyzed, developed by the
Harvard Business School in the 1960s (see Andrews 1980, as cited in Kotler et al. 2010)
¶
WEAP model (Water Evaluation And Planning; http://www.weap21.org/) is a water allocation model (Yates et al. 2005). It was first used by Raskin et al.
(1992) in the Aral Sea region and has been applied widely for evaluating and assessing water management strategies taking an integrated perspective (see
http://www.weap21.org/index.asp?action=216).
# SWIM model (Soil and Water Integrated Model) is a semidistributed continuous-time eco-hydrological model (Krysanova et al. 1998, 2005). It has been
widely applied for simulating river-basin scale hydrological processes, vegetation growth, erosion, and nutrient dynamics (Krysanova et al. 2015), reservoir
management, and irrigation water uptake (Koch et al. 2013) as well as inundation processes (Liersch et al. 2013).
††
SITE model (SImulation of Terrestrial Environments) is a generic framework for integrated land-use modeling. It produces spatially explicit land-use
dynamics through a specified set of rules (Schweitzer et al. 2011). The SITE model has been applied in various contexts (Priess et al. 2011, Das et al. 2012).
‡

or research scope on which to develop scenarios. The OZW and
RWR focused on sustainable development by improving INRM
of specific natural resources under pressure. Research in the IND
and UTH assessed the impacts of climate change and various
land and water management options on natural resource
availability. Each case study selected scenario drivers, either as a
first step in scenario development by involving stakeholders,
developing concept maps, and using the Social-TechnicalEconomic-Environmental-Political (STEEP) framework (OZW,
RWR), or from earlier research activities (IND, UTH; e.g.,
Liersch et al. 2013).

The type of scenario approach applied in the case studies was
mainly determined by the role and objectives of the scenario
assessment in the INRM decision-making and planning process,
key drivers, available resources, and data availability. The four
scenario approaches encompass a story and simulation approach
(OZW), a participatory scenario exploration (RWR), a modelbased prepolicy study (IND), and a scenario exploration based
on model coupling (UTH).
The participatory qualitative scenarios in the OZW and RWR
were developed using the scenario axes technique inspired by
Schwartz (1996). Concept maps were elaborated to define the
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main factors, drivers, and processes. In the OZW, participatory
scenarios were evaluated qualitatively according to the StrengthsWeaknesses-Opportunities-Threats (SWOT) framework (see
Andrews 1980, as cited in Kotler et al. 2010) and simulated using
the Water Evaluation and Planning (WEAP) model (Yates et al.
2005). In the IND, the eco-hydrological model Soil & Water
Integrated Model (SWIM; Krysanova et al. 1998, 2005) was used
to simulate the scenarios, similar to a previous study by Liersch
et al. (2013). In the UTH, the SWIM model and the land-use
model SImulation of Terrestrial Environments (SITE; Schweitzer
et al. 2011) were coupled in order to simulate the scenarios (see
van der Kwast et al. 2013).
The aim of the participatory scenario assessments (OZW, RWR)
was to assess qualitative impacts related to a number of indicators.
In quantitative assessments, impacts were projected on either one
(OZW), two (IND), or three indicators (UTH). To account for
climate change impacts, the scenario periods ranged from today
until 2050. More information on the climate change scenarios can
be found in Text Box A1.1.
METHODS
We descriptively evaluate the performance of the four case studies
for each of the nine research challenges from Swart et al. (2004)
and their effectiveness in potentially enhancing sustainability. The
evaluation on the research challenges was done by the researcher
team involved in all scenario assessments. The scientific effects of
the scenario assessments such as a contribution to new scientific
insights and methods (Walter et al. 2007) were collated from a
survey of local researchers.
The research challenges were addressed by systematically
evaluating scenario products (such as driver definition,
narratives) and scenario process features (such as degree of
stakeholder engagement, type of tools used) on the basis of an
indicator set. Drawing on a literature review, the researcher team
designed an indicator set that characterized the processes and
outcomes of scenario assessments according to a range of aspects
(van Notten et al. 2003, Swart et al. 2004, Biggs et al. 2007,
Niemeijer and de Groot 2008, Albert 2013). Two indicators were
specified for each research challenge (see Table 2). The
specification took into account the measurability, relevance, and
intelligibility of the indicator set for scenario assessments as well
as the data availability across all case studies (see, e.g., Walz 2000,
Niemeijer and de Groot 2008). Using two indicators for each
research challenge increases the robustness of the measure and
highlights different levels and diverse aspects of implementation.
In five of the nine research challenges (1, 2, 6–8), the two indicators
within each research challenge reflect different levels of
implementation. The first of the two indicators always describes
the lowest possible level of implementation, for example, in
research challenge 7 the integration over two spatial scales. Thus,
it asks whether a research challenge was addressed or not. The
second indicator is always used to describe a more complex level
of implementation, for example, two-directional scale
interactions in research challenge 7. The indicators of research
challenges 3 to 5 and 9 represent two different aspects or ways of
implementation in scenario assessments. For example, the first
indicator of research challenge 4 characterizes the integration
across themes and issues regarding drivers and the second one
regarding impact analysis.

The case studies were compared by the researcher team using the
score of indicators per research challenge. A minimum score of
zero (no indicator of a research challenge was addressed by a case
study) and a maximum of two (both indicators were addressed)
was possible for each research challenge.
For the survey, local researchers were chosen because they often
act as knowledge brokers in their regions. They were selected
because of their knowledge and personal interest in the region,
and also their degree of formal education. They are important
influential persons in their regional networks who provide policy
advice, initiating and coordinating (participatory) projects, and
maintain contact with other stakeholders, besides advancing
scientific knowledge within the region (see Reyers et al. 2015).
They were the only stakeholders who had an overview over the
whole research process.
The self-administered surveys were carried out approximately one
year after finalizing the scenario process (more details on the
evaluation in Table A2.1). Groups of two to four researchers per
case study were surveyed once and provided an overall evaluation
on behalf of their team.
Building on existing literature, the survey consisted of 33
questions, spanning credibility, salience, legitimacy, and capacity
building as criteria or principles to bridge the divide of science
and nonscience (Cash et al. 2002, Hegger et al. 2012, Chaudhury
et al. 2013, Belcher et al. 2016). Credibility describes the technical
quality and adequacy of information, salience its relevance for
decision making, and legitimacy whether the whole process was
fair and respectful of stakeholders (Clark et al. 2016). Capacity
building is required to be able to adapt to changes (Kates et al.
2001). The questions could be scored on an ordinal scale between
1 (I absolutely do not agree) and 5 (I absolutely agree; Table A2.2).
Each research challenge was operationalized with at least one
question in the survey in order to evaluate the benefit from the
local researcher’s side (see Table A3.1 for details). The remaining
questions of the survey were used as additional information to
evaluate the overall effectiveness of the four scenario assessments.
The comparison and evaluation of the four scenario assessments
was done mostly qualitatively using radar charts and bar plots
for visualising results. Figure 2 shows the different research steps.
Text Box A3.1 provides details on the contribution of the research
team members to this evaluation.
RESULTS
Summary of the scenario building process in each case study
The scenario assessments were used to analyze the following
scenario drivers: in OZW the transition period and economic
reorientation after the Tunisian revolution in 2010/2011, in RWR
the level of environmental awareness of the local population and
governmental effectiveness in implementing laws and policies, in
IND a new ensemble of climate change scenarios and upstream
management options, and in UTH, climate change as well as
reservoir and grazing management (Fig. 3).
Scenario drivers were analyzed regarding possible changes in
future water availability and regional development prospects
(OZW and IND) as well as food provisioning (IND). The RWR
and UTH studied land degradation with impacts on food
production (RWR) and food and water provisioning (UTH).
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Table 2. Main findings regarding the implementation of the nine research challenges in the four case studies. CC = climate change,
NRM = Natural Resources Management, OZW = Oum Zessar watershed, RWR = Rwenzori region, IND = Inner Niger Delta, UTH
= upper Thukela / uThukela basin.
OZW

RWR

IND

1. Combining qualitative and quantitative methods
1.1. Scenario development used quantitative and qualitative tools
Participatory qualitative scenario
exploration, use of water allocation
model
1.2. Scenario development produced quantitative and qualitative scenario outcomes
Narratives and simulation analysis
2. Engaging stakeholders
2.1. Stakeholders were informed during the scenario process
Four workshops
Two workshops
One workshop
2.2. Stakeholders were actively involved to produce scenarios in a science-practice exchange process
In three out of four workshops
In both workshops
3. Reflecting functional complexity and multiple stresses
3.1. The scenarios were driven by at least two drivers
Tunisian revolution, economic
Environmental awareness,
NRM, CC
reorientation
governmental effectiveness
CC
3.2. The drivers were described by multidimensional assumptions
Participatory: complex textual
Complex textual assumptions for
A range of technical assumptions was
assumptions for drivers and their
drivers and their interaction
combined into six strategies assessed
interaction
under CC conditions
Simulation: trends on water
consumption and management per
sector under CC conditions
4. Integrating across themes and issues
4.1. Drivers represented at least two different sectors/domains
Economic, institutional, political,
Institutional, political, environmental, Technological and environmental
social, and environmental
and social
4.2. Impact analysis for at least two different sectors
Regional NRM, water provisioning,
Land degradation, food provisioning, Water and food provisioning
and livelihood
and livelihood
5. Accounting for volition
5.1. Analysis of a type of human behavior or human decision as an external driver impacting the regional scale
Stability and priorities of governance Stability and priorities of governance Upstream management options,
and political frameworks, climate
and political frameworks, effectiveness climate change
change
in implementing laws and policies
5.2. Analysis of a type of human behavior or human decision as an internal driver or factor
Proactive vs. reactive NRM, role of
Environmental awareness of local
social networks
population, proactive vs. reactive
NRM
6. Recognizing a wide range of outlooks
6.1. Scenarios showed different outlooks on regional future development
Four narratives, three of them
Four narratives
Seven scenarios (one is BAU)
quantified
combined with CC scenarios
6.2. Scenarios reflect different regional scale preferences and values regarding future development of the regions
Different priorities for main economic Different cultural values, traditions,
sectors, types of lifestyles, protection
protection states of RWR national
states in OZW
park
7. Spanning over spatial scales
7.1. Scenarios spanned at least two spatial scales
External drivers impact on regional
External and regional drivers impact
External drivers impact on regional
processes
on regional processes
processes
7.2. Scenarios included bidirectional scale interactions (multiscale scenarios with feedbacks)
Interlinked national and regional
narratives
8. Accounting for temporal inertia and urgency
8.1. Analysis of drivers and processes regarding their (different) temporal scales
Short-term NRM options and
Short-term upstream NRM strategies
different development pathways under
under CC
CC conditions
8.2. Use of temporal scales of drivers and processes to develop dynamic scenario trajectories
Narratives developed using 10-year
time steps and feedbacks between
scales and sectors
9. Reflecting uncertainty

UTH

Model coupling framework,
(Coupled) Eco-hydrological model
and land-use model

One workshop

NRM, demographic pattern, CC

Social and environmental

Biomass and water provisioning

Climate change

Rule-based decision making to
simulate land-use change

Six scenarios each combined with
climate change scenarios

External and regional drivers impact
on regional and local processes

NRM and land-use change under CC
conditions

Simulation of yearly changing land
use due to CC and static NRM
assumptions

(con'd)
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9.1

9.2.

Scenario development included surprising events or abrupt changes
Tunisian Revolution
Natural catastrophes

Scenario development included a threshold
Participatory:
social tolerance on land degradation,
maximum sustainable water
abstractions to introduce management
changes

Fig. 2. Research steps followed during this study to
systematically evaluate the case studies based on different
sources of materials. The left side of the circle describes the
steps for analyzing scenario products and scenario process
features and the right side visualizes the steps for collecting
data through surveys.

The main characteristics of all scenario assessments are presented
in Figure 3. More details regarding scenario contents are provided
below when we outline the contribution of each case study to the
indicators of the sustainability challenges.
Contribution of each case study to the sustainability research
challenges
The OZW and UTH addressed all nine, IND eight, and RWR
seven research challenges (Table 2, Fig. 4). Only OZW addressed
both indicators in all nine research challenges, whereas RWR
addressed both in five cases, IND in two, and UTH in three.
Summing up over all research challenges, OZW had a full score
of indicators, IND and the RWR the lowest score, and the UTH
ranked in between.
Of all research challenges, research challenge 4 (integrating
themes) was the most addressed with both indicators being
relevant to all case studies and research challenges 1 and 7–9
(combining qualitative and quantitative analysis, spatial scales,
temporal scales, uncertainty) the least. Research challenges 1 and
8 were not addressed by all case studies.
Combining qualitative and quantitative analysis
The OZW and UTH applied qualitative and quantitative tools,
RWR followed a qualitative approach, and IND was a
quantitative model-based analysis. The RWR and OZW produced
narratives and OZW subsequently simulated three out of four
scenarios using a water allocation model. The UTH first analyzed
the main regional processes to develop a qualitative framework

Extreme scenario on size of irrigation
area (due to land grabbing), new dams
/ reservoirs in upstream area
Minimum sustainable biomass for
grazing

for model coupling (van der Kwast et al. 2013), which was then
implemented (Pilz 2013, Yalew et al. 2014).
Engaging stakeholders
All case studies informed stakeholders at the beginning of the
project about the research plans and consulted them to define the
focal issue. In OZW and RWR, stakeholders were actively
involved in developing qualitative scenarios, whereas assessments
in IND and UTH were science-driven. All case studies transferred
scenario outcomes to stakeholders except UTH.
Reflecting multiple stresses and functional complexity
All case studies analyzed multiple stresses (two to three drivers)
but with a varying degree of complexity. In the participatory
assessments of OZW and RWR, participants selected the two
most important and uncertain drivers for the focal issue and
described them using a set of characteristics. For instance, the
transition period after the Tunisian revolution (OZW), either
short or long, was characterized by, for example, the length of
time without a constitution, the stability of the political situation,
corruption levels, a preference for short- vs long-term measures,
or (in)effective governance. Participants then developed ways in
which the two drivers might interact (example in Box A2.1). In
the model-based exercises (IND, UTH, OZW), drivers
encompassed a range of numbers on NRM (Natural Resources
Management) and climate change projections. In IND, upstream
management assumptions included the settings of built and
planned reservoirs, current and future extensions of the seven
main irrigation areas, and different assumptions pertaining to
water use efficiency. In OZW it encompassed a range of assumed
future land and water uses. In contrast to the other three, UTH
defined driver assumptions straightforwardly, whereby grazing
management (variation of levels of grazing intensity and different
grazing lengths) and reservoir management (variation of levels of
water abstraction) were tested under climate change conditions.
Integrating across themes and issues
Scenarios in OZW, RWR (qualitative parts), and UTH integrated
different themes more than in IND. In these three case studies the
developed conceptual models (concept maps, model coupling
framework) served as the discussion and description of the key
factors and processes over a range of domains (example in Figure
A2.1). The IND, however, was strongly focused on hydrology
although different technical management details were simulated
using an integrated model. Food provisioning was estimated
through functional relationships to the projected maximum
inundated area and river discharges (see Zwarts et al. 2005,
Liersch et al. 2013). The simulation in OZW required a substantial
reduction of complexity. It was based on a quantifiable subset of
water allocation and management trends, which were logically
linked to the development trajectories of the narratives.
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Fig. 3. Scenario contents of each case study. Specified interactions between drivers are marked by arrows. Horizontal
boxes (OZW, IND): only external scale scenario drivers used; vertical boxes (RWR, UTH): external and internal scale
scenario drivers used. Green colors signify the natural system, black the human system, orange surprises, and orange
italic colors thresholds. Grey boxes show where volition was addressed. Underlined concepts: quantitative parts of
scenarios, else qualitative. CC = climate change, NRM = Natural Resources Management, OZW = Oum Zessar
watershed, RWR = Rwenzori region, IND = Inner Niger Delta, UTH = upper Thukela / uThukela basin.

Livelihood was addressed through the development progresses of
different water-dependent sectors. The UTH studied social
(population distribution and growth, rule-based land use) and
environmental (NRM and climate change) impacts on changes
in land use, annual biomass production, and runoff (Yalew et al.
2014).

implementing adaptation strategies were discussed. Scenarios for
IND, in contrast, reflected a system that is completely dependent
on the management of the upstream catchment. However, they
can support (national) decision makers’ choice of one
management strategy over another. The assessment for UTH was
a sensitivity analysis designed to study system behavior.

Accounting for volition
All case studies assessed the potential implications of a type of
human decision that is outside of the stakeholder’s sphere of
influence: impacts related to the priorities and efficiency of
national-scale governance and policy making, and/or climate
change. Three case studies also analyzed volition as an internal
driver or factor that was controllable by local people. In OZW,
for instance, the level of social commitment and cooperation
(number of people involved in NGOs, the quality of social
networks) introduced differences within the scenarios. In UTH,
rules for a decision-based land-use change were used,
conceptualized in Figure 3 as “Rules.” Rules were introduced for
spatially explicit grazing suitability, which declines, for example,
with distance from a grid cell of a water class and therefore also
relates to socioeconomic factors such as water infrastructure and
population growth.

Spanning spatial scales
All scenarios covered a variety of scales with mostly external
drivers impacting the regional-scale ecosystem and livelihood.
The UTH assessed impacts also at the local scale by producing
site-specific information.

Recognizing a wide range of outlooks, including values and
preferences
Scenarios in all case studies spanned various regional-scale
futures. Those for OZW and RWR also reflected different values
and preferences of the local people. In OZW this is depicted in
the development of, for example, agriculture (irrigated vs
traditional techniques) or lifestyle (more globalized vs. more
traditional). In RWR, cultural values and traditions for

Spatial scale interactions were developed either unidirectionally
(RWR, IND, UTH) or in both directions (OZW).
Unidirectionally means that drivers impact regional processes,
but not the other way around. In contrast, bidirectional
interactions in OZW introduced feedback (represented in Fig. 3
through NRM at both scales). An example is the first Tunisian
scenario “Liberalization and market orientation,” focusing on
rapid economic growth. The scenario team evaluated a rapid
economic growth until 2050 as implausible mainly because of four
reasons. First, Tunisia’s economy would be increasingly
vulnerable to external shocks because of its strong exportorientation. Second, income disparity was assumed to increase,
leading to higher poverty rates and social discontent. Third,
Tunisia’s limited water resources constrain exploitable natural
resources. Fourth, because of the relatively high environmental
awareness of the Tunisian population, high environmental
degradation would not be tolerated. Based on these arguments,
a paradigm change along the scenario time frame was assumed.
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Fig. 4. Contributions of case studies to the indicators specified for each research challenge. The inner/
middle/outer ring symbolizes that no/one/two indicators were addressed. Numbers refer to the research
challenges: (1) combining qualitative and quantitative analysis, (2) engaging stakeholders, (3) reflecting
functional complexity and multiple stresses, (4) integrating across themes and issues, (5) accounting for
volition, (6) recognizing a wide range of outlooks, (7) spanning spatial scales, (8) accounting for temporal
inertia and urgency, and (9) reflecting uncertainties, here related to integrating surprises and thresholds.
OZW = Oum Zessar watershed, RWR = Rwenzori region, IND = Inner Niger Delta, UTH = upper
Thukela / uThukela basin.

Accounting for temporal inertia and urgency
To analyze causes and effects that potentially occur on different
time scales was the goal in all case studies except RWR. However,
only OZW and to some extent UTH considered feedbacks / an
adaption of factors that rather affect the short term (management
options to be pursued now) to those causing changes over long
periods (like climate change). In OZW, assumptions on scale and
sector interactions and available water resources caused changes
(dynamics) in regional NRM within the scenario periods. In
UTH, land use was a function of climate change and of a
threshold of sustainable grassland management. In contrast,
NRM in UTH and upstream NRM in IND remained constant
during the simulation runs.
It was challenging to find a suitable solution to integrate climate
change issues in the participatory exercises (RWR, OZW). Finally,
knowledge of climate change projections was presented and
indirectly considered by participants as additional information
on future changes in general.
Reflecting uncertainty by incorporating surprises, unexpected
trajectories, and critical thresholds
Surprises, abrupt changes, or unexpected trajectories were a focus
in OZW, RWR and IND. In OZW, the abrupt change after the
Tunisian revolution was assessed along four transformation
pathways. The RWR scenario team analyzed the possible impacts
of natural catastrophes (earthquakes and floods) by adapting
existing scenarios. In IND, an extreme scenario was simulated to
show potential impacts if all land that was allocated to large-scale
farming investors in the past 10 years were to be developed for
irrigation farming (see Hertzog et al. 2012). Moreover, the
implementation of new reservoirs implies abrupt changes with an
immediate impact on the hydrological regime.
Only UTH included an explicitly defined ecological threshold on
sustainable grassland management, which is a minimum biomass
that is not grazed (Yalew et al. 2014). Stakeholders in OZW
assumed a threshold of sustainable water abstraction to develop

sustainable future pathways. NRM was changed when they
expected longer term unsustainable water abstraction and
intolerable land degradation. Preliminary simulation results
indicated a fast depletion of groundwater resources in the first
scenario because of unrealistic increasing water demands,
especially for irrigation. Initial test runs in UTH using the coupled
SITE and SWIM models indicated that 35% of the grassland areas
do not produce sufficient biomass for sustainable grazing, i.e.,
they do not surpass the recommended threshold. Grazing
pressures may thus lead to soil and grassland degradation (Yalew
et al. 2014).
Evaluation of the scenario process and outcomes by local
researchers
In general, the surveyed researchers of all case studies evaluated
the scenario process and its outcomes as being beneficial for
sustainability research within the framework of INRM (Fig. 5,
Table A2.2). The evaluations of RWR and IND were the most
positive, OZW ranks after them, and UTH last. The results of
the surveys suggest that out of the four criteria related to the
potential of our research to bridge science and nonscience, the
relevance of the scenario process and outcomes is perceived as
most different between case studies.
Comparing the respective responses per research challenge with
the score of indicators shows no evidence that a higher score for
the indicators is related to a better evaluation of the process and
outcomes for sustainability research in the case studies (Fig. 6).
The surveys show a similar high agreement across all case studies
on the contribution to research challenges 1, 3, and 4. For the
other research challenges, the responses are more diverse. In the
following, the results of the surveys and the indicator scores are
compared for each research challenge.
Results for research challenge 1 show that the quality of scenarios
and tools are evaluated high despite the use of different scenario
approaches by the different case studies. A reason for the equally
positive results for research challenges 3 and 4, the integration of
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Fig. 5. Evaluation of the local researchers regarding the credibility of scenarios, the relevance of the
scenario process and outcomes, the salience of the scenario process, and the contribution of the scenario
process and outcomes to capacity building. Dark blue represents the maximum score for each group and
red the lowest score. More details on the survey are given in Table A2.1 and Table A2.2; the number of
questions (n) in each criterion is indicated below the subfigures. OZW = the Oum Zessar watershed, RWR
= Rwenzori region, IND = Inner Niger Delta, UTH = upper Thukela / uThukela basin.

multiple stresses and of different themes and issues, is that survey
responses for these research challenges partly overlapped.
Stakeholder work (research challenge 2) is evaluated as fair and
effective in RWR and IND, whereas scientists from OZW and
UTH perceive a lack of openness to participation in the process.
In UTH, scenarios are found to lack relevance, because the time
schedules for the scenario assessment and the regional planning
document did not coincide. For this reason, scenario outcomes
could be shared with the scientific community but not with the
broader public.
Researchers of RWR and IND perceive the most value for
understanding the implications of volition (research challenge 5).
Although the OZW scenarios addressed many different types of
volition, these resulted in only a low perceived gain in capacity.
Regarding research challenge 6, recognizing a wide range of
outlooks, the UTH records the lowest value of all case studies on
people’s values and preferences for future development, an issue
that was not addressed in their scenarios. Researchers of the OZW
also evaluate the assessment as not very beneficial in this point
but, unlike for UTH, it did form part of the scenarios.
Despite the development of complex scale interactions, the lowest
contribution for understanding scale dependencies (research
challenge 7) is given by scientists of OZW. As with spatial scales,
a more complex level of implementing temporal inertia and
urgency (research challenge 8) does not reflect in a more positive
evaluation in OZW. Again, RWR and IND score the highest for
knowledge gain, although in RWR this issue was not explicitly
analyzed. However, it should be mentioned that research
challenges 7 and 8 are only covered by one response in the survey.

All case study teams evaluate the assessments as being beneficial
for reflecting uncertainty (research challenge 9) despite a
considerable range in responses. In OZW, the analysis of the
abrupt change after the Tunisian revolution was perceived as
highly relevant, hence, that of thresholds not sufficient. By
contrast, researchers from IND admit to high capacity building
related to thresholds for future research but feel there was a lack
of analysis related to the security situation after the violent
conflict in Mali.
DISCUSSION
Strengths and limitations of the applied methods
All of the case studies have complex sustainability problems
originating from climate change, population dynamics, land
degradation, and/or poor governance. They all involved research
into sustainable development amid regional and global change
using scenario assessments. The indicator set across all research
challenges was designed to compare scenario assessments with
respect to a range of aspects related to sustainability science. By
comparing case studies, different ways of exploring research
challenges in scenario assessments can be shown. This raises
awareness of the complexity of sustainability problems, and of
the variety of scenario approaches possible that are required to
address them. Moreover, research challenges that are of concern
across case studies, like the exploration of system thresholds in
this study, can be exposed and may indicate the need for more
research. Using different and/or more indicators would highlight
additional aspects and is therefore encouraged. Comparing
scenario assessments, for instance, in terms of contributing to the
prioritization, assessment, and implementation of management
options could bring additional insights for sustainability studies.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between the implementation of research challenges in the case studies evaluated by
the researcher team (see Table 2) and the survey responses of local researchers on the perceived
usefulness of scenario assessments to contribute to the research challenges (see Table A2.2 and Table
A3.1). Boxes represent the median of the responses per research challenge and case study (n corresponds
to the number of responses taken into account for each research challenge). The blue whiskers give the
minimum and maximum response value for each research challenge. Filling lines represent the score of
indicators evaluated by the researcher team (see Fig. 4). OZW = Oum Zessar watershed, RWR =
Rwenzori region, IND = Inner Niger Delta, UTH = upper Thukela / uThukela basin.

Transdisciplinary research processes are usually designed for a
variety of goals and stakeholder compositions so that general
evaluation schemes are difficult to develop (Walter et al. 2007,
Hegger et al. 2012). We used four criteria to evaluate the potential
of our research to bridge the divide of science and nonscience
by means of a survey (credibility, salience, legitimacy, and
capacity building) that have been applied in a number of studies
before (e.g., Chaudhury et al. 2013, Kunseler et al. 2015).
Comparing the results of the survey with the evaluation
according to the framework of Swart et al. (2004) helped to verify
benefits and shortcomings of the scenario assessments for
advancing sustainability. A limitation in this regard comes from
the small number of responses for some research challenges.
Because research challenges 3, 4, and 9 intertwine, they were
covered by overlapping response questions. Surveys are,
moreover, prone to different response styles and if self-

administered there is a risk of interpreting the questions or
response selection differently. Both factors affect the validity of
the results (Fowler 2013, Roberts 2016). Because of the small
number of participants in the surveys and the mentioned
limitations of surveys in general, a comparison between case
studies must be treated with caution. Another potential weakness
of the sampling procedure is the background of the researchers.
Because of the range of knowledge, interests, interpretations, and
expertise, and the norms for evaluating the credibility, legitimacy,
and salience, the acceptance of produced knowledge varies among
actors with different professional backgrounds (White et al. 2010,
Kunseler et al. 2015). The majority of researchers of the survey
had an environmental background, a tendency that was also
observed in the workshops. An engagement of more stakeholders
from social sciences and other groups could have enhanced the
production of socially robust knowledge on complex
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sustainability problems, supported the development of research
strategies to address them, and increased scientific, and societal,
effects of the scenario assessments (Gibbons 1999, Raymond et
al. 2010).

increasing policy relevance (e.g., Godar et al. 2015, Capitani et
al. 2016), but this requires good data availability, resources, and
the implementation of appropriate assessment tools, which were
not necessarily available in all case studies.

Implementing the research challenges in the scenario approaches
The comparison of the four case studies shows that not all
research challenges highlighted for sustainability science by Swart
et al. (2004) were fully met. The most comprehensive case study
was OZW, where all research challenges were addressed. The
developed scenarios included qualitative and quantitative
analysis and a number of stakeholders was actively engaged in
the whole process.

Three out of the four case studies show that important
uncertainties arise from political or governmental issues; a finding
that is also reported by Kok et al. (2007) and Chaudhury et al.
(2013). The case studies considered power relations in governance
systems, especially land tenure systems, essential for
understanding sustainability problems. These were subject of
analysis in OZW and RWR. According to Berbés-Blázquez et al.
(2016) ecosystem assessments need a stronger focus on power
relations because they effect the management and the access to
natural resources and thus the social and regional equity in gains
and losses from producing ecosystem services. Power dynamics
and the inherent power relations of the iterative decision-making
process moreover may contribute to difficulties in implementing
scientific knowledge in policy (Cáceres et al. 2016). The role of
governance for successful resource management has long been
recognized (e.g., Acheson 2006) and its better representation in
quantitative scenarios was demanded (van Ruijven et al. 2014).
There are attempts to quantify dampening effects of weak
governance on policy implementation (McNeill et al. 2014) and
the conditions that influence the effectiveness of environmental
regimes (de Vos et al. 2013). However, the most common approach
has been to translate different specifications of governance
parameters into model input (e.g., Berkhout et al. 2002) because
numerical models are less equipped to analyze governmental
issues (de Vos et al. 2013). To date, (participatory) qualitative
approaches are therefore probably the most adequate for in-depth
analyses of governmental and political issues and their possible
developments in the future.

The case studies used three strategies of knowledge integration
(see Mollinga 2010): active engagement of stakeholders from
different domains in qualitative exercises (OZW, RWR), a
quantitative model-based analysis (IND, UTH, OZW), and the
development of a model coupling framework (UTH). The main
advantage of participatory approaches (OZW, RWR) was the
possibility of integrating issues with the level of complexity and
focus preferred by participants (see also Kok and van Delden
2009). Experienced shortcomings of qualitative approaches were
the poor spatial explicitness and the difficulties of addressing
climate change adequately, which hampers the qualitative
assessment of management options. Similar to other studies, a
difficulty in dealing with nonenvironmental drivers or factors
such as governance was their translation from narratives into
model input due to the required reduction in complexity (Walz et
al. 2007, Mason-D'Croz et al. 2016) and the lack of time-series
data to calibrate and validate the models in this regard.
The development of conceptual models such as the model
coupling framework (UTH) in expert groups or concept maps in
participatory processes (OZW, RWR) facilitated the selection and
visualization of interactions between relevant system drivers and
processes over a range of domains (see Reyers et al. 2015). As is
discussed by Birkmann et al. (2015), the benefit of using complex
numerical models was the level of detail and the possibility of
simulating climate change effects. Drawbacks in this regard were
the restriction to quantifiable research questions and data
requirements.
Regarding the research challenges, three research needs were
expressed across case studies - namely, to investigate system
thresholds, to determine spatially explicit local information, and
to analyze political and governmental factors.
All case studies required relevant system thresholds to ensure
regional sustainability. This experience is reflected in the growing
discussion to define a safe operating space for humanity by
studying planetary boundaries (e.g., Steffen et al. 2015). In line
with Dearing et al. (2014), we argue that boundaries should be
developed also for the regional scale where natural resources are
mostly managed in order to increase policy relevance.
The case studies analyzed dependencies from external drivers but
also needed spatially explicit local information for addressing
upstream-downstream issues for example, or planning local
adaptation measures. In this regard, the UTH approach for
analyzing spatially explicit ecosystem service changes is
promising. Producing spatially explicit information as well as
linking information across scales has been widely recognized as

A benefit that could not be clearly attributed to one of the research
challenges is that scenario development reveals potential cognitive
biases in the judgement of participants (see Tversky and
Kahnemann 1974). The OZW team was more reluctant to develop
unpleasant scenarios because of the long and unstable transition
period after the revolution; an experience that has also been noted
by Schoemaker (1993) and Kok et al. (2007). Recognizing the
influence of such cognitive biases on scenario development is
important for studying potential adaptation measures that should
be robust to a range of possible futures (see Metzger et al. 2010).
According to Meissner and Wulf (2013), scenario planning does
not only reveal but also decreases cognitive biases and therefore
improves decision quality; however, this potential benefit needs
further analysis.
Scenarios can be more than just a tool for analyzing a range of
research challenges. Focusing on interlinkages between a set of
research challenges can deliver additional insights to manage
sustainable transition. De Vries et al. (2009), for instance,
analyzed the connection between different worldviews (values,
interests) of people and their human choices and how to translate
these into scenarios. The experiences of this study suggest a
combination of temporal inertia and urgency and thresholds for
analysis. The case studies developed either static or dynamic
future trajectories, and both benefit from using thresholds.
Analyzing static trajectories with fixed management/driver
assumptions, allows the identification of different points in time
when the system of analysis passes a threshold and reaches an
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unsupportable state. Analyzing the impact of new dams and
reservoirs in this way, such as done in IND, can be directly relevant
to policy. The development of dynamic management pathways
benefits from thresholds in order to adapt driver assumptions
once a critical value is reached. In doing so, short-term decision
making needs and long-term climate change effects can be taken
into account simultaneously (see Kok et al. 2007).

oversimplify it for analysis. There is a need to integrate knowledge
and stakeholders into the process and to raise awareness on
complexity but also to make it applicable for end users. Scenario
assessments that are well-tailored to the needs of the policy
environment can provide an effective support for society for
making decisions about complex sustainability problems. We aim
with this study to make a contribution to such an effort.

Evaluation of scenario assessments through local researchers
Combining the comparison of the implementation of the
sustainability research challenges with the survey of local
researchers made evident that the singularity of every case study
influences the type of research challenges and the way they were
addressed, but may not directly affect the perceived efficiency of
the scenario assessments. The poor agreement of the evaluation
with the score of indicators in some research challenges might be
partly attributed to the mentioned methodological shortcomings
but also to case study-specific reasons.

We evaluated four case studies that used scenarios in their
sustainability research in the context of INRM. The evaluation
combined an analysis of whether and how the case studies
implemented Swart et al.’s (2004) research challenges of
sustainability and a survey of local researchers to discover the
scientific effects of the scenario assessments. The survey was
carried out approximately one year after the local projects were
finalized.

Reasons for the perceived moderate usefulness of the OZW and
UTH assessments encompass the difficulty to understand, to
agree on, and to adapt the complex scenario approaches to local
contexts. In OZW, the detailed and long process of developing
participatory scenarios (see also Kok et al. 2007 and Hatzilacou
et al. 2007) might have compromised the transparency of the
results so that it was hard for end-users to grasp the complexity
of scenarios. Rounsevell and Metzger (2010) discuss the difficulty
of validating complex qualitative scenarios and this might have
contributed to the lack of plausibility and consistency perceived
by the OZW scientists (see also Hatzilacou et al. 2007). Model
coupling in UTH was a long and IT-driven process and was also
not easy to follow for the people who were not involved in this
particular process or from this research discipline.
For RWR, it was the first time that the case study team had been
involved in such work and therefore the start of science-practice
collaboration on INRM. The main reason for the very positive
survey responses is that the process likely allowed for the
enhancement of basic knowledge regarding many issues and
brought together key stakeholders and decision makers.
Whereas RWR developed the big picture as a first step, a detailed
analysis of the system’s response to selected natural and societal
pressures was conducted in IND. For IND, the AFROMAISON
project was a follow-up activity of the WETWIN project
(Johnston et al. 2013, Shamir and Verhoeven 2013) where
important tools (the SWIM model, Liersch et al. 2013) and the
broader context had already been worked out (qualitative
assessments, see Zsuffa and Cools 2011). Such iterative scenario
assessments can contribute or complete information required for
evidence-based decision making (see Schoemaker 1995,
Wilkinson and Eidinow 2008, Mahmoud et al. 2009). This
indicates that breaking down the system complexity into smaller
parts can be required because of the ongoing lack of system
understanding, even for clearly defined interactions between
society and natural systems, as in IND.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Scenario assessments have to address complex human-natural
systems when studying sustainability problems amid regional and
global change. They are faced with the challenge of recognizing
the inherent complexity of system behavior and to reduce but not

The limitations of this study are mainly related to the sampling
procedures to assess the potential of our research to bridge the
divide of science and nonscience. The survey was limited to a
small number of local researchers, mainly from natural sciences.
It would be extremely valuable to invite feedback from a higher
number of local stakeholders and to include the perceptions of
different stakeholder groups in future research. Such evaluations
could contribute to better understanding of future research needs
in a specific decision context as well as opportunities and barriers
of implementing research in policy.
One outcome of the survey showed that the comprehensiveness
of a scenario assessment in analyzing research challenges does
not necessarily mean that it is perceived as useful by scenario users.
The application of complex approaches, as in OZW or UTH, need
to be carefully planned because they are very resource and time
intensive. The expected lengthy process has to be coordinated with
policy schedules and the amount of information produced made
sufficiently transparent, specific, and usable.
The findings of this study encourage the development of holistic
narratives with active stakeholder participation (OZW, RWR) for
analyzing new and unknown socio-political situations with
potentially high impacts on many stakeholder groups. This
facilitates the selection of key processes and indicators for more
specific future research. A good overall system understanding
(because of earlier research activities, comprehensive cause-effect
diagrams, and on the condition that no fundamental system
changes occur) allows the system of analysis to be broken down
into its components. This is a precondition for studying specific
research challenges in sufficient detail. Moreover, the
interlinkages of research challenges should be analyzed to
increase the understanding of processes related to sustainability
problems.
This study adds to the current debate on defining environmental
limits for regional human-natural systems. Using thresholds
strongly supports the development of useful and long-term
management strategies and helps to show temporal mismatches
between different drivers, which are generated when short-term
management needs confront research recommendations on longterm climate change effects or sustainability goals.
Regional scenarios build a bridge between the national (or higher)
scale, where policies are often formulated, and the local scale,
where adaptation options are planned and implemented. Their
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relevance is likely to increase if scales are linked by providing
spatially explicit outcomes and/or bringing subnational
perspectives to higher levels.

Siebenhüner, M. Arnold, K. Eisenack, and K. Jacob, editors.
Long-term governance for socio-ecological change. Routledge,
London, UK.

Although the findings of this study cannot be generalized given
the small number of case studies, the results highlight that
individual, locally adapted scenario procedures usually lead to
scenarios that are perceived as useful by scenario participants and
users. A scenario building process has to be flexible, with a strong
connection to previous activities related to the key issue, and make
use of data and earlier collaborative work.

Alcamo, J., and T. Henrichs. 2008. Towards guidelines for
environmental scenario analysis. Pages 13-35 in J. Alcamo, editor.
Environmental futures: the practice of environmental scenario
analysis. First edition. Elsevier, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
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Appendix 1. Additional information on case study areas.
Table A1.1: Main characteristics of case study areas
Case study area Oum Zessar
Rwenzori region
Watershed
(RWR, Uganda)
(OZW, Tunisia)

Inner Niger
Delta† (IND,
Mali)

Upper Thukela
(UTH, South
Africa)

Population
[approx.]
Case study area
[km2]
Approx.
elevation range
[m.a.s.l.] #
First
administrative
unit of
country§§
Second
administrative
unit of
country§§
Watershed

20 000‡

1 400 000§

850 000|

715 000¶

350

14 000

40 000

13 000

0-700††

900 – over 4000

260-270

500 – over 3000‡‡

Medenine

Western region

Ségou, Mopti

KwaZulu-Natal

Annual rainfall
[mm] in the
basin
Average annual
temperature
[°C]
Main land
cover [%]

Main land use

Beni Khadeche, Kasese,
Medenine Nord, Kabarole,
Sidi Makhlouf Bundibugyo

Macina,
uThukela
Mopti, Youwarou,
Ténenkou

Oum Zessar
watershed

Upper White Nile
basin

Upper Niger basin Upper Thukela
basin

160-220||

900-1600¶¶

200-600##

550-2000†††

19-21‡‡‡

20 – 30§§§

28-30|||

17¶¶¶

Natural shrubs
(46)
Agricultural
areas (42) ‡‡‡

Agricultural areas Different
(40)
grassland types
Grasslands (22)
Open water ††††
Tropical high forest
not depleted (11)
###
48.6%
Smallholder
Livestock farming
Arboriculture farming
Fishing
(mainly olives), Cash crops: coffee, Farming (rice,
Livestock
tea, cotton
bourgou,
farming
vegetables)||||

Grassland (55)
Bush land (18)
‡‡‡‡

Subsistence
agriculture (0.5 to 3
ha) (5.6%);
Commercial (2002000 ha, 7.5%)

(43.5% are
Food crops: maize,
Livestock farming
rangelands) ‡‡‡ beans,
¶¶¶¶
matooke§§§§
† Climate data refer to the entire Inner Niger Delta
‡ Last census 2004, National Institute of Statistics, Tunisia: http://www.ins.nat.tn
§ Projected population of the districts Kasese, Kabarole, Bundibugyo for 2010, based on the
census of 2002 (UBOS 2010)
| Population of the 4 cercles (second administrative unit) to which the case study areas
belong, data from the 2009 census of Mali, Institut National de la Statistique du Mali,
www.instat.gov.ml
¶ SSA (2009)
# Elevation map: SRTM 30 arc (USGS/EROS Data center, FAO GeoNetwork,
http://www.fao.org/geonetwork/)
†† Sghaier and Genin (2003), Sghaier and Ouessar (2011)
‡‡DWAF (2004)
§§ Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. FAO GEONETWORK. Global
Administrative Unit Layers (GAUL) (GeoLayer). (Latest update: 18 Feb 2014) Accessed (19
Nov 2014). URI: http://data.fao.org/ref/f7e7adb0-88fd-11da-a88f000d939bc5d8.html?version=1.0
|| Ouessar et al. (2004)
¶¶ NEMA (2010a, 2010b)
## Up to 2000 mm in the headwaters of the Niger (Quensiére 1994)
††† Lynch and Schulze (2007)
‡‡‡ Sghaier and Ouessar (2011)
§§§ Dependent on elevation, at higher elevations temperatures below 0, (NEMA 2010a) and
WATCH ERA 40 data (Weedon et al. 2011)
||| Quensiére (1994)
¶¶¶ Monthly temperatures vary between 11-22°C, in the Drakensberg mountains frost
possible (Schulze and Maharaj 2007)
### A mean over the three districts Kasese, Kabarole, Bundibugyo, (UBOS 2010)
†††† The area of open water and different grassland types strongly depends on the flooded
surface area and water depth. Grassland types and open water (water depth): bourgou (3-5m),
didéré (2-3m), rice (1-2m), vetiver (0-1m), open water (>5m), more information provided by
Zwarts et al. (2005), Zwarts (2012)
‡‡‡‡ Based on the land-cover mapping of (Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife 2010), derived by Pilz
(2013) for the case study area
§§§§ Kasese District Local Government (2009), NEMA (2010a, 2010b)
|||| E.g. Zwarts and Kone (2005)
¶¶¶¶ Malinga et al. (2013)

Box A1.1: Description of climate input data used in scenario assessments
For the reference periods in three of the case studies (OZW, IND, UTH) WATCH
ERA40 forcing data were used (Weedon et al. 2011).
Inner Niger Delta, Mali (IND)
Climate change impacts were addressed using climate change projections of four Earth
System Models (HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, GFDL-ESM2M, NorESM1-M) of the
CMIP5 (Taylor et al. 2012) which were bias-corrected within the ISI-MIP project
(Hempel et al. 2013). A low-end and high-end emission pathway (RCP 2.6 and 8.5) were
considered.
Oum Zessar Watershed, Tunisia (OZW) and uThukela, South Africa (UTH)
A low-end and high-end emission pathway (RCP 2.6 and 8.5) of the five Earth System
Models HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC-ESM-CHEM, GFDL-ESM2M, and
NorESM1-M of the CMIP5 (Taylor et al. 2012) were used for the reference and future
period. They were bias-corrected within the ISI-MIP project (Hempel et al. 2013).

Details about the workshops on scenario assessments in the case studies

Oum Zessar watershed, Tunisia
Table A1.2: Overview of the workshops undertaken in the Oum Zessar watershed organised by
the Institut des Régions Arides, Observatoire du Sahara et du Sahel and Potsdam Institute for
Climate Impact Research
Workshop number
Duration (in days)

1
2.5

2
0.5

3
2.5

4
1

Workshop content

Development
of concept
map
Driver
analysis
Scenario
logics

Scenario
logics
Ranking

Fleshing out
scenarios
Scenario
implications

Disseminatio
n of scenario
products

Total number of participants

17

17

18

17

Epistemic communities
(research
institutes and offices)
Policy communities (national
and regional policy makers,
donors)

11

8

8

8

5

9

6

7 (2 national
policy
makers)

Networks (farmers
organizations, the private
sector)

0

0

0

0

Advocacy coalitions (e.g.
NGOs)

1

0

4

2

Rwenzori region, Uganda
Table A1.3: Overview of the workshops undertaken in the Rwenzori region organised by
Mountains of the Moon University
Workshop number
Duration (in days)

1
1

2
2

3
1

4
1

Workshop content

Focal issue
Driving
forces

Development
of concept
map

Storylines

Total number of participants

24

Analysis of
driving
forces and
interactions
6

6

15

Epistemic communities
(research institutes and
offices)

2

6

6

10

Policy communities
(national and regional policy
makers, donors)

6

0

0

0

Networks (farmers
organizations, the private
sector)

4

0

0

1

Advocacy coalitions (e.g.
NGOs)

12

0

0

4

Inner Niger Delta, Mali
Table A1.4: Overview of the workshop undertaken for the Inner Niger Delta organised by
Wetlands International
Workshop number
Duration (in days)

1
1

Workshop content

Define and agree on irrigation scenarios (in ha for
each irrigation schemes), on dam combinations and
the efficiency settings for Office du Niger

Total number of participants

31

Epistemic communities (research
institutes and offices)

4

Policy communities (national and
regional policy makers, donors)

4 national
8 regional
4 local

Networks (farmers organizations,
the private sector)

7

Advocacy coalitions (e.g. NGOs)

4

uThukela, South Africa
Table A1.5: Overview of the workshop undertaken for the uThukela region organised by the
Institute of National Resources Association
Workshop number
Duration (in days)

1
2

Workshop content

To develop a common understanding of the status
quo and to develop an integrated vision and
objectives for INRM in the basin
Information on planned project and scenario
assessment
Participatory analysis of main regional drivers and
processes in the frame of INRM
36

Total number of participants
Epistemic communities (research
institutes and offices)

6

Policy communities (national and
regional policy makers, donors)

20

Networks (farmers organizations,
the private sector)

3

Advocacy coalitions (e.g. NGOs)

7
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Appendix 2. Additional results on scenario assessments.

Rwenzori Region, Uganda
Box A2.1: Assumed driver interactions and implications of the first scenario developed for the RWR
The first scenario, the “Autocratic dangerous scenario”, is driven by a very effective but autocratic
government which becomes increasingly influenced over time by funds dependent on international
donors. Environmental laws are strictly enforced and contraventions severely punished. However, poor
planning and too little investment into the educational system negatively affect environmental awareness.
People’s resistance against restrictions to access natural resources hinders the implementation of
strategies on INRM. Socio-economic development in the RWR is slow due to low education levels, and
alternative income sources for improving food access are lacking. The restrictions on access to natural
resources in Rwenzori’s protected areas increase pressures on the surrounding land to feed the growing
population. With poor land management practices, soil and water resources degrade. Although the
government aims to increase agricultural productivity and therefore permits the conversion of specific
areas into cropland, food security has not improved much.
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Figure A2.1: Concept map developed by the scenario team in Oum Zessar based on the focal issue: How

to preserve and manage the water resources and the socio-agro-ecological system for sustainable
development? The main drivers selected by the scenario team are in bold and the indicators for the
impact assessment are underlined.

Details of the survey of local researchers to evaluate scenario processes and outcomes

Table A2.1: Information on local researchers who participated in the survey, with the number of coauthors given in square brackets
Number of

Key functions and responsibilities in the INRM

Professional background

participants process
OZW

RWR

4[1]

2[2]

Environmental scientists (Institut des Régions

Economy (1), Hydrology (2),

Arides, Medenine, Tunisia)

Agro-Economy (1)

Environmental scientists (Mountains of the Moon

Agro-Ecology (1)

University, Fort Portal, Uganda)

Natural resource management
and conservation (1)

IND

3[1]

Environmental scientist (Wetlands International Mali

Ecology and agriculture (1)

Office, Rural Development Officer)

Ecology and zootechnics (1)

Environmental scientist (NGO MCCAA in IND)

Engineer in water and forest

Regional Director of the Sustainable Development

science (1)

Programme of IND
UTH

2[1]

Environmental scientists (International Water

Ecology (1, water resource

Management Institute (IWMI), Pretoria, South

management), Environmental

Africa and Institute of Natural Resources,

management and resource

Pietermaritzburg, South Africa)

governance (1)

Table A2.2: Survey of local researchers on the usefulness of the scenario process and outcomes for
sustainability research to feed into the INRM process in the case studies. The scores represent the overall
evaluation of each group of researchers. They are on an ordinal scale from 1 to 5 with 1: I absolutely do
not agree, 2: I do not agree, 3: I partially agree, 4: I agree, and 5: I fully agree.
Question Survey question
OZW
number
Credibility: the technical quality of the scenario process and outcomes

RWR

IND

UTH

5

4

4

5

4

4

4

5

3

4

3

3

3

4

5

4

Adequate knowledge and facts were missing for
some important factors and relationships (5 for no, 1
for many facts missing)
Salience: the relevance of scenario process and outcomes

4

5

4

4

1

5

5

5

3

5

5

5

4

3

4

4

3

5

5

5

1

4

5

4

5

3

5

5

2

3

5

4

1

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

1
2
3
4

There was sufficient knowledge and expertise of
participants involved in scenario building process
The scenario tool (approach, model) was adequate to
assess main system drivers
The scenario building approach was easy to
understand
The developed scenarios are consistent and plausible

5

2

3
4
5
6
7
8

The scenario outcomes are helpful in future activities
of your institute
The process and the scenarios improved the
understanding of future developments from different
perspectives
The scenario outcomes were documented in a way
which was understandable
The scenario outcomes were presented to decisionmakers (stakeholders)
The scenarios covered relevant themes and topics for
the actual INRM process
Scenario assessment contributed to the overall INRM
process in the region
The scenario assessment met the defined targets

The topics treated in scenarios were, independently
of our research, also a matter of concern in local
media or the public
9
There have been parallel activities taking place on
INRM by administration / planning / legislation /
NGOs
Legitimacy: the fairness of the process

1
2
3
4
5

Improved process / dialogue between stakeholders
and scientists involved in INRM during the process
The targets of the scenario process were clear to all
participants
The targets of the scenario process were shared by all
participants
The scenario process took into account diverging
values and preferences of involved participants
The process allowed for open participation

4

5

4

5

4

3

5

4

4

5

5

3

5

4

5

4

2

5

5

2

Capacity building: usefulness for future activities of the research team
1

The applied techniques, models or tools for scenario
assessments will be used in future research activities

5

5

4

3

2

The scenario process enhanced the understanding of
feedbacks between nature and human system
The scenario process enhanced understanding of
main urgent sustainability problems
The scenario process enhanced knowledge about
thresholds of the system of analysis
The scenario process enhanced knowledge about key
uncertainties
The scenario process enhanced knowledge about
spatial scale-interactions & scale dependencies
The scenario process enhanced knowledge about
bringing together long term sustainability goals and
short term decision making
The scenario process enhanced knowledge about
implications of human behavior for sustainability
goals
The scenario process enhanced knowledge about
people's values and preferences for future
development
The scenario process enhanced knowledge about
potential sustainable transition pathways
The scenario process contributed to the process of
prioritizing management options
The scenario process contributed to the process of
assessing the impact of management options
The scenario process contributed to the process of
implementing management options
The scenario process improved the knowledge to deal
with surprising events / abrupt changes

5

5

4

4

5

5

5

4

3

4

5

4

5

5

4

4

3

5

5

4

2

5

5

4

3

5

5

4

3

5

5

2

5

4

3

4

4

4

5

2

2

4

5

2

2

5

3

1

5

5

2

3

3
4
5
6
7

8

9

10
11
12
13
14

Appendix 3. Additional information on methods.

Box A3.1: Author’s contribution to this study








Definition of indicators, preparation of survey (JR, in consultation with SL)
Scenario assessments
o OZW (JR, SL, MA, MLM)
o RWR (JR, SL, CK, MM)
o IND (SL, MD, SF)
o UTH (JR, SL, CD, TP)
Analysis of implementation of indicators in case studies (JR, SL)
Survey on scenario assessments (MA, MD, CD, CK, MM)
Overall evaluation of the usefulness of scenario assessments (JR, in consultation with SL)
Critical review of manuscript (all)

Table A3.1: Operationalization of the nine research challenges identified by Swart et al. (2004)
with survey questions related to the four criteria of research efficiency.
Research challenges of sustainability science
(Swart et al. 2004)
1. Combining qualitative and quantitative
analysis
2. Engaging stakeholder
3. Reflecting multiple stresses and functional
complexity
4. Integrating across themes and issues

Criteria of research efficiency (and survey
questions) that link to the research challenges
(the survey can be found in Tab. A2.2)
Credibility (q. 1 to 5)
Legitimacy (q.1 to 5), Salience (q. 4)
Capacity building (q. 2,3,5)
Capacity building (q. 2, 3)

5. Accounting for volition

Capacity building (q. 8, 11-13)

6. Recognising a wide range of outlooks

Capacity building (q. 9, 10)

7. Spanning spatial scales

Capacity building (q. 6)

8. Accounting for temporal inertia and urgency

Capacity building (q. 7)

9. Reflecting uncertainty, incorporating
surprise, critical thresholds, and abrupt change

Capacity building
(q. 4, 5, 14)

